1. Macy's dad used a **wrench** to tighten a bolt.

2. Rosa had a hard time pushing open the heavy **metal** door.

3. Do you **remember** when our library books are due?

4. In many cultures, a dove is a symbol of **peace**.

5. May I please have a **piece** of the banana cream pie?

6. Camilla's grandmother is showing her how to make **bread**.


8. Would you like some **peaches** and cream for dessert?

9. Sivan is **reading** a book about the solar system.

10. Casey won a silver **medal** at the state swimming championship.

11. Make sure you write your idea in a complete **sentence**.

12. A bright **yellow** bird ate from the bird feeder in the yard.

13. Wyatt gave two cookies to his sister and **kept** two cookies for himself.

14. Eli cracked an egg into her cake batter and didn’t get a single **eggshell** in the mix.

15. Naomi had a cold last week, but she is feeling much **better** this week.

   ❖ **Review Words** ❖

16. The sun rises in the **east**.

17. The sun sets in the **west**.

18. “We have too **many** shoes in this closet!” Eddie’s mom said.

   ★ **Challenge Words** ★

19. Did you ever hear the story of “Jack and the **Beanstalk**”?

20. I heard there is going to be a **special** guest at the charity ball this year.